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l-Which one describes the ability of human to talk about past and future?
c)productivity d)displacement
a)arbitradness
b)transmission
2-The language is passed on from one generation to the next is described as
a)duality
b)culturaltransmission c)generativity d)discreteness
3-New words based on the name of a person or a place are called.
a)entomon
b)eponyms c)coinage d)calque

...

... ....

.....

4-Thewords'sraax,e,simulcast'areexamplesof............wordformationprocess.
a)clipping b)compounding c)borrowing d)blending
5-Which word is the example of Hypocorism?
a)telex b)telly c)facsimile d)donate
6-When a word comes to be used in different part of speech , the process of

..

...is at work.

a)backformation b)conversion c)derivation d)affixation
7-Count the number ofbound morphemes in this sentence:
'The tourists' carelessness caused the greatest laughing'
a)8
c)10
d)s

b)7

8-Which one
a)-s

is both an inflectional

b)that

and a derivational morpheme?

d)-tul

c)-ing

9-The view of 'grammar as a set ofrules for the proper use of language' is known as......
approach.
c)prescriptive d)transformational
a)descriptive
b)traditional
10-The attempt to describe the regular structures of language as they are used is ca1led.....
approach.

a)descriptive

b)traditiona.l

c)prescriptive d)transformational

l-Cojunctions, prepositions, and articles belong to the category of.. ... .morphemes.
a)functional b)lexicai c)derivational d)inflectional
1

12-Which one of the following sentences is not generated by the following ru1e?
VP---+V(lt{P) (PP)
a)He wrote a letter to his fiiend.
b)My brother cried .
c)She is clever.
d)He bought a present.
13-The sentence 'I know Joe
a)CP
b)relative

will arrive by midnight" includes .. ..

pronoun c)recursion

d)movement
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1.4--Wlich_of the_following sentences includes evidence for the rule: Np--N1gy
a)I thirk she will
b)I know the man wearing black.
c)Joe, please listen to
d)Did he follow the instruction?

come.
me.

15-Which rule does not represent application of movement?
a)S---+trrl)( 5P YP
b)S---Adv NP VP
c) VP---+ V NP
16-The rule " NP1 V
a)existence ofdeep

c)recursion

particle

d)Cp-rC

S

NP2+Np2 be V-ed byNpl ., in language is aproof for.........

structure

b) ambiguity in language
d)complementizer

17-Which ofthe following sentences are structurally ambiguous?
a)I saw him walking by the bank
b) He fina1ly decided on the boat.

.

c)Old men and women are hard to live with.

d)all of them

18-Which sentence is not true?
a)Semantics concefiN with the aspects of meaning.
b)Syntax is the study of ordering of components within a sentence.
c)semantics deals with the conventiona.l mealing of thc structures.
d)Conceptual meaning is a cultural- bound meaning.
19-The basic essential components of rneaning which are conveyed by the literal
use
word is the........meaning.

a)associative b)connotative c)denotative

ofa

d)speaker

20-Which semantic features are violated in the sentence:
"My cat realized that I'm an honest man. "?
a)+ human,+' adult
b)+adult,+female
c)+animate, +adu1t
d)+hunan, -female
21 *In the sentence " charles built Emily a bookcase" the semantic role of ..Emily,,is.
. ..
b)agent c)experiencer d)theme

a)goal

22-In the sentence "she smelled the dish,,the semantic role of ..she,,is....
b)source c)instrument d)experiencer

a)agent

23-which one of the given pairs of words is iclenticar to the pair "si'gre-married,,
in
terms of lexical relationship?
a)pack-unpack

b)dead-alive c)enter-exit

d)shallow-deep

24-The relationship between ,,education,, and ,,primary school,, is.......
c)homonymy d)metonl,rny

a)polyserny b)hyponymy

25-The relationship between ,,bread and butter', is........_
a)metonymy
b)homonymy
c)superordinate d)collocation

26-Which one refers to characteristic instance of a category?
a)homt-rphony b) collocation c)prototype j;potyr..y
27-Which word is 4gj polysemous?

a)bank

b)head

c)run

d)rain

Y

28-Homophons are the words with.....
a)same pronunciation, different meaning
b)same meaning, different pronunciation
c)same spelling,same pronunciation
d)same spelling , different promrnciation
29-The forms pupil(at school) - pupll(in the eye) are examples of
a)homonymy b)polysemy c)metonymy d)synonymy

...

..

30-The grammar which generates all and the well-formed syntactic structues is .....
a)productivegr'ammar b)surfacestructure
c)generative grammar d) deep structure
31-The structure of "the gun was on the table near the window in the bedroom" ia
an example of ......
b)recursion c)CP d) ambiguity
a)transformational

rule

32-Showing the syntactic relationship of language structures by tree diagtams was
an attempt to represent... .. ..

a)descriptive

approach

c)prescriptiveapproach

b) linear relationship of constituents
d)hierarchicalrelationshipofconstituents

33-The essential element of any phrase is the . .. . . . any other constituents are. . .
a)modifiers,ihead b)node/branch c)head/modifier d)determiner/arlicle
34-Relating the literal meaning ofa word to cultural understanding of speakers
language is the definition of. . . . . ...
a)associativemeaning b)conceptualmeaning
d)denotative meaning
c)relative

ofa

meaning

35' Draw

a tree

diagram for these sentences:

a)Did you get the box you were waiting for?
b)My <,lder broiher knows that probably the office will call him.
c)That child with toys put the jacket on in the fitting room.

Good Luck

